
Climate – Activating large surfaces
Due to the dry years upt to 2018, the climate manipulation through geo weapons like Haarp and radio 
waves, as well as wind wheels that contribute harshly to climate stagnation, there is a call to the 
humans to work on solutions for an environment worth living in. Stagnation and congestions lead to 
iregular weather conditions, brute rain fall, storms and draughts. Earth erosion ist a direct 
consequence. The weather becomes unforeseeable especially in agriculture and forestry. The lack of 
rain implicates falling energy. Thus trees, small animals die and above all birds evade these parts of 
the land.

The solution to nature, human beings and animals is to activate large surfaces. The climate gets back 
to normal, it rains more regularily and over a longer period of time. The soil is soaked regularily, 
there is no more soil erosion through downpour and strong cloud discharge. 

How does large surface activation look like, how can everybody install such a thing?

For perfect activation you need two devices on one place.

1. A Nature Harmonisation Station  2.0 or 3.0  and 
2. An Orgonbeam with a Deuteriumoxid ampulla (D2O) on top.

NHS 2.0 / 1.5m high    or      NHS 3.0  18cm high       plus Orgonbeam 25cm high 

= Large surface activation 

The NHS 2.0 and 3.0 can optionally be equipped with a heart spin, quartz in the pipe or other extras. 
These extras are all optional.

The  Orgonbeam must be equipped with Deuteriumoxid (D2O) on the peak.
An Option is a small narrow ring magnet/ ferrite with the size of 1cm south side facing up with an 
antimon cristal. 



Function: 

The NHS builds up a subtle torus, dismantles the rough particles in the air and clears the way for the 
organ beam. 
The organ beam with D2O (Deuteriumoxid) at the top dismantles the „heavy water“ by resonance in 
high altitudes, which to a great extend leads to climate stagnation.

The process of dismantling the D2O activates the plant world and enables the plants fully to recontrol
the rain activity.

Examples:  Complete devices to activate large surfaces 

in a flower box side by side  

NHS 2.0 and 
Orgonbeam on the 
right side with D2O – 
Ampulla
set up in the  Garten 

Deuteriumoxid: Antimon: a 1cm piece is big enough

Please note: Setting up the NHS and the orgon beam vertically renders the best effects and outcome. 

Inviting natural spirits and natural beings: 

After setting up such a device we recommend a small ritual in inviting natural beings right from our 
hearts. In doing so you will achieve better results.



Proof of efficiency: 

First time tried out on October 1, 2020 in the northern Unterallgäu (south of Germany).
Result: on the first day we had five rain showers in five hours and after that soft rain which soiled the 
earth well without any erosion. This is what happens when plants regulate the rain.  
After that, there might have been 10 to 14 days without rain. However, this was normal in the 60s and
70s in Germany. 

Maintenance of the device: 

Maintaining the decice is marginal: you only need to check the water level in the NHS 3.0. It must be 
1cm high – so add water if necessary or remove the surplus. When you are away for some time and 
the NHS is left alone, you can fix thin plastic foil arount the 3.0 and strengthen it with a rubber band. 
So the level of water is kept stable. The NHS 3.0 beams nearly 100 per cent through the foil. The 
Organ beam does not require any maintainance. In extreme cold weather it is useful to wrap the 
Organ beam in pipe insulation or in sheep fur to give it extra strength.

Radius: approx. 50 km per device in a location

Experience: 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland many beams were upgraded with D2O after October 2020. Thus 
Germany got nearly completely covered. Winter weather means snow again - as it was years before. 

Paraquay:

After a year of draught and heat up to 40 degrees Celsius three locations were equipped with NHS 2.0
and D2O. Shortly after that it started to rain and it rains regularily over and over again. No more 
downpour but extensive land rain.

Namibia: 

Similar developments are seen in Namibia at the moment (on 29.12.2020). First feedbacks show 
similar results: more rain spread over the period of a whole day.   

Are you interesed in your land and would like to do something for nature ?

Write an e-mail to  info@urswirths.de or use the contact page on www.energieprodukte.org for your 
requests. We intend to translate our texts into your language and we would be happy if you support 
us.

Translations: 

I am happy to have this document translated in many languages. I would be happy to receive your 
translation by e-mail to  info@urswirths.de .  Thank you very much. 
With English – Spanish – French – Russian and Arabic we can nearly reach the whole world....

Thank you very much for your vested interest in a peaceful green world
Urs   29.12.2020
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